mentioned again in No 17, with reference to
Paul Franke’s useful article in The Coat of
Arms (No 106, Summer 1978) from which
our illustration is taken, and which gives
everything that is known about this beast
glatisant from Malory’s Le Morte D’Arthur.
Franke explains that he took the “serpent’s
head” in the description to refer to the
dragon, that “greatest of all the serpents,”
and that if you wanted a distinctive head for
an heraldic charge, you might consider
making its ears droop like a talbot hound
(see right).
A more recent reference occurs in The
Raven (No 1, 2003), published by the City
of London Chapter of the Fellowship of the
Knights of the Round Table (the
organisation devoted to the study of
Arthurian history and mythology) and
kindly sent in by Roland Symons, in an article on “Fabulous Creatures” by Professor
Roland Rotherham. He deals first with the Minotaur, and then, before treating the
Raven, Dragon and Unicorn, has this paragraph which is worth quoting in full:“Our legends are rife with exotic beasts and none perhaps more so, or more
misunderstood, then the gentle ‘Questing Beast’ of the Arthurian tales. In the
original form the beast appears as a lithe and sleek hound who has her head adorned
with a crescent moon. She is seen running through the forest until she collapses by a
tree and there gives birth to her brood of pups who turn on her and devour her. Not
as gruesome as you might think, it is simply symbolic of the turning phases of the
moon and how the moon must die before being reborn in all its splendour. This,
however, was not left be and in the middle ages the gentle Questing Beast was
transformed in legends and described as “A serpent’s head, the body of a lion and a
noise in its belly like twenty couple hounds questing.” It is also given, in other
versions, the body of a lybard,* a hare’s feet and the buttocks of a lion. A shame that
such an innocent creature should become so maligned.”
Professor Rotherham writes well and should be considered an Honorary
Dracologist.
*This is not another fabulous beast, but a rare spelling of “leopard.”
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FILM REVIEW
Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets, the second film in the series (see No 24),
features some animated Mandrakes, a friendly Phoenix and a huge fearsome serpent,
called a Basilisk but without its characteristic crown or coxcomb.

A Wyvern drawn by the American artist William Metzig
Issued 28 August 2003 by Ralph Brocklebank, Orland, Clent, Stourbridge DY9 9QS
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*St Augustine of Hippo, author of the Confessions and The City of God, who died 430 AD
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We get so used to seeing heraldic monsters depicted in the regular College of Arms
style that it might be good to see something different for a change. The Wyvern on
the cover is taken from William Metzig’s book Heraldry for the designer (New York,
1969) which also contains innovative versions of nearly all our favourite beasts –
among others griffin, opinicus, cockatrice and even the so-called male griffin (below).
Metzig was born in Hanover in 1893 and developed a love of heraldry and a
reputation as a skilled graphic designer in Germany before moving to the United
States in 1939, where his work was in great demand, particularly in the commercial
field. His book was intended to introduce the splendours of heraldry to his fellow
professional graphic designers, and a quotation will give a taste of his attitude:“The rules are not as confining as they might appear – there is much leeway left for
creative imagination to blossom.”

A welcome new member is Roger Barnes from New Zealand, whose booklet
Monsters of Heraldry was reviewed in No 25. He sent some interesting information
about the Maori monster Taniwha which was supposed to have caused a hold-up in
some new road works (this story even reached the British press) and promises more.
Much more important, he has protested against the “campaign to restore the proper
name of Keythong to the Male Griffin.” (See No 31) Quoting Fox-Davies as
authority (Heraldic Badges, p 132), he maintains that the phrase “peyr keythongs”
refers to the Ormond knot, and that the strange creature drawn beside it appears to be
a later addition by another hand. He is most probably correct, as the manuscript in
question was listing the badges of the people mentioned, and the badge of James
Butler, Earl of Ormond, was certainly the Ormond knot, consisting of two cords
interlaced which could well be described as “key-thongs.” Outside heraldry, this knot
is usually known as the Carrick bend, and the Earl of Carrick (in the Irish creation)
was also a member of the Butler family. (I should know, as the 7th Earl of Carrick
was my great-grandfather.) This leaves two questions to be answered:-- Was Sir
Colin Cole just misled, leaping to a hasty conclusion, or was it one of his little jokes?
And, can we find another new name to replace the misleading “Male Griffin”? The
“mailed griffin” or “rayed griffin” have already been suggested, and the Orogriff is
another candidate. Any other ideas, avoiding the incorrect inference that a winged
2

What was the Questing Beast? This was briefly described in the A to Z in No 9 and
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Fabulous Beasts at Lichfield
A quick visit to the Cathedral Church of St Mary and St Chad in Lichfield revealed a
delightful carved dragon at the feet of Bishop Lonsdale on his tomb in the North
Transept, and another on a roof boss towards the western end of the South Aisle. In
the windows, there were three dragons suffering at the hands of St George and
another being quietly subdued by St Michael, while in the Fighting Services
Memorial Window was a dramatic red and gold winged monster identified as
Apollyon, one of the fallen angels. Finally, a pair of handsome heraldic sea-horses
decorated the corners of a memorial brass. There is such a wealth of stained glass,
carved stone and wood, embroideries and silver in this cultural centre of the Midlands
that there must have been others that were missed.
East meets West
A recent grant of arms to Councillor Royston Griffey of Bristol and another to his
wife, formerly Li Suk-May from Kowloon, are featured in Tabard No 14 (Autumn
2002), the occasional magazine of the City of Bath Heraldic Society, and display
contrasting fabulous beasts. His is blazoned Gules on a Pall wavy reversed Argent
between three Griffins sejant those in chief respectant that in base guardant Or a
Pall wavy reversed Azure, and for a crest…a Griffin sejant per pale Gules and Or
holding in the dexter foreclaws a Quill Pen Or feathered Argent, while his wife has
A Chinese Dragon undulant the head and hind legs elevated Purpure between three
Hurts in chevron throughout and three Fleurs de Lys in chevron throughout reversed
Azure. These are depicted below in drawings by Tim Meek. The Chinese characters
repeat the motto East meets West. In practice, Councillor Griffey places his wife’s
arms in pretence upon his own, making a highly colourful display.

griffin must be female, would be welcomed.
Roger Barnes adds that his own drawing of the “male griffin” (reproduced in No
31) was based on that shown in The Art of Heraldry by Peter Gwynn-Jones, p 73.
This shows the creature as the sinister supporter to the arms of St Leger, confirmed in
1531, from a painting in the College of Arms collection, and as well as the spiky rays,
adds horns, tusks, a hairy mane and with the tail cowed. The second of the six
quarterings of the St Leger shield appears to be a variant of the Butler arms (shown
here as Per fess indented azure and Or) so there may indeed be a connection between
this beast and the Butler family.
It is worth quoting from Gwynn-Jones. He writes, “the male gryphon…is easily
confused with the more familiar gryphon with its eagle wings. The male gryphon has
a wingless body which is notable for its emission of sparks of fire. Why this creature
became known as the male gryphon remains a mystery; but this nomenclature does
not imply that the winged animal was female. Heraldic depictions of the winged
creature have invariably provided it with a suitably masculine anatomy.” He goes on
to suggest that the evolution of many heraldic monsters was “not deliberate but rather
the result of misinterpretation.” Further, he supposes that the St Leger supporter
might have been a misunderstood bonacon, but it is not at all clear that the spikes are
sparks or flames, and the Ormond beast of 1475 precedes the St Leger one by over
half a century. Speculation can often be misleading. If a hairy mane could be
misinterpreted as feathers, the opposite could also have occurred. More research is
needed.

Male gryphon as the sinister
supporter to the arms of St
Leger, confirmed in 1531,
showing horns and hairy mane
(from Gwynn-Jones, 1998)
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Fabulous Beasts in the Renaissance
A visit to a book sale turned up a
couple of gems. First a huge bargain,
The Horizon Book of the
Renaissance by J.H.Plumb (New
York, 1961) with contributions from
nine distinguished writers and
historians and copiously illustrated,
which contains a few oddities. From
Perugia, this griffin (top right) is
clearly a female and is suckling two
babes who will become Braccio da
Montone and Niccolo Piccinino, two
condottieri who were born there and
grew up to be local heroes, in a clear
parallel with Rome’s legend of
Romulus and Remus suckled by a
wolf. The griffin was an emblem for
Perugia since Etruscan times, long
before it was placed in their coat of
arms, but this picture raises an important question:- Did griffins suckle their own
young? If Dr Greaves is correct, every griffin was a hybrid offspring of an eagle and
a lioness, and was sterile, but suppose they were a breeding species. For an infant to
suck, it needs lips. Young birds do not have lips and are fed mouth to mouth. So,
were young griffins cubs with lips that only later turned into the adult griffin’s beak,
or were they chicks needing mouth-to-mouth
feeding and thus leaving their mother’s dugs
redundant? Speculation is useless. Hard
evidence is needed, from ancient mythology or
works of art, but it would seem that a griffin’s
reproductive organs are in the leonine half of
the beast, leading to the supposition that it
brings forth cubs rather than laying eggs.
Their aquiline features would then only appear
as the griffin reached maturity. This would
apply whether the dam was a griffin or a
lioness, but it would be good to have some
supporting evidence.
Another curiosity in this book is this
proposal from Verona in 1483 for a monstrous
engine of war disguised as a dragon (left).
From Florence comes a painting of a vast
allegorical procession with Satyrs and
Nymphs, and Bacchus riding in a cart drawn
by a pair of very unusual beasts, with cloven
4

hooves and serpentine
necks and heads (right).
Does anybody know a
name for these creatures?
Also from Florence is
Botticelli’s famous
painting of Pallas and the
Centaur, now in the Uffizi
G a l l e r y.
If the
Renaissance was about a
renewal of ancient
classical culture, then its
mythological imagery was
part of the package.

…and Puff the Baby Dragon
The other find at the book sale was a little handbook with a cuddly red dragon on its
glossy cover:- Soft Toys, No 32 in the Leisure Crafts Series (Search Press, London
1972) which gives precise instructions for making five such toys, the result of a
competition in which the baby dragon won first prize. Patricia Capon designed the
toy dragon and describes its making in detail, with patterns for cutting out all the
parts. This diagram showing the body wiring gives some idea of the finished product.
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